Writing

Writing powers understanding.

“Writing RULES!!!”

Getting Started

Preparing for the road ahead.
Reading Street Common Core helps you teach writing explicitly and
intentionally beginning in the earliest grades. Students will learn to read like
writers, write every day, and use grammar and mechanics to serve their writing.

Rules of the Road
1

Write every day

2

Write opinion/argument pieces

3

Write informative/explanatory pieces

4

Write narratives

5

Practice the writing process

6

Participate in research and writing projects

7

Take part in writing workshops

8

Understand grammar and mechanics

“Successful writing instruction calls for helping
children experience success as writers—with inspiring
writing, use of model texts, and positive feedback.”
— Jeff Anderson, M.Ed.
Author and National Literacy Staff Developer
Program Consulting Author

Daily and Weekly Writing

Mentor, model, and motivate!
Students need to read and study writers. They need good
writing models. Welcome to Reading Street!

Read like
a writer!

COMMON CORE EDITION

COMMON CORE EDITION
Key Features
• Reading and strategy response logs
• Practice for phonics, vocabulary,
and comprehension
READER’S & WRITER’S NOTEBOOK TEACHER’S MANUAL

The weekly selection is a mentor
text for teaching writer’s craft.
Each week students focus on
a different type of writing and
interact with model text.

GRADE 1

Mentor Text and
Student Models

• Spelling practice with resources
and reviews
• Research practice pages
• Answer key for all practice pages

1

Graphic Organizers
Visual scaffolds develop good
writing traits, such as focus,
ideas, and organization.

• Grammar and writing process
lessons, with cumulative reviews

ISBN-13: 978-0-328-48475-1
ISBN-10:
0-328-48475-X
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Daily and Weekly Writing

Follow the “right” writing plan.
How do I teach the new Common Core writing standards?
Follow Reading Street every day and every week.

Writing Mini-Lessons
Daily 10-minute lessons help
you teach good writing traits
and the craft of writing.
• Traits: Focus/ideas,
organization, voice, word
choice, sentences, conventions.

DAY 1
Common Core
State Standards
Writing 2. Write informative/
explanatory texts in which they name
a topic, supply some facts about
the topic, and provide some sense
of closure. Writing 7. Participate in
shared research and writing projects
(e.g., explore a number of “how-to”
books on a given topic and use them
to write a sequence of instructions).

Writing

• Craft: Drafting strategies,
revising strategies,
editing strategies.

Review Key Features
Review key features of a description with children. You may want to post
these key features in the classroom to allow children to refer to them as they
work on their descriptions.
Key Features of a Description
• tells about real people or things
• uses descriptive words

Connect to Familiar Texts
Use examples from “Helping Hands at 4-H” (Unit 2) or another expository
text familiar to children. In “Helping Hands at 4-H,” the writer describes what
children in 4-H do. The writer tells about real people and real things and uses
words to describe what children do.

Routine

Quick Write for Fluency

Team Talk

1. Talk Read these questions aloud, and have other children respond with
descriptive words.
What does your favorite animal look like?
How does your favorite food smell or taste?

Quick Write for Fluency Routine
Talk, write, share! Encourage fluent writing
with this easy-to-do daily routine.

2

2. Write Have children write a short sentence to answer one of the questions.
Make sure their sentences include words that help the reader see and feel
what the writer is describing.
3. Share Partners can read their answers to one another.
Routines Flip Chart

Writing to Sources
•E
 qual balance of instruction in argument/opinion,
informative/explanatory, and narrative writing.
•W
 rite in response to multiple texts and cite textbased evidence.
•S
 tudents can maintain their own online writing
portfolio in their interactive notebook.
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Daily and Weekly Writing

More writing for group time.
can be a home for hawks, too. They build
nests in the cactus’s arms.

Bats can help make new cactuses.

Writing helps students explore what they read.
Have you ever seen a cactus before?
Bats like to eat the white
Reading
Street
turns
students
into
writing
A cactus is a spiky desert plant. You may
flowers that
grow
on the detectives.
have seen a small cactus sitting in a pot

cactus. Then, the bats fly

near a window. But did you know there is

away. They drop seeds

a cactus that can grow to fifty feet tall?

all over the desert. One

Be grow
a Sleuth
of those seeds may
Bats can help make new cactuses.
into a cactus! Students use textual evidence
Bats like to eat the white
as clues, ask questions, and
flowers that grow on the
cactus. Then, the bats fly
learn to support their case.
away. They drop seeds

It is called the saguaro cactus. It is

can be a home for hawks, too. They build
nests in the cactus’s arms.

green and has longHave
arms.
It also has
you ever seen a cactus before?
A cactus is a spiky desert plant. You may
many sharp spines.
But that doesn’t
have seen a small cactus sitting in a pot
a window. But did you know there is
stop the saguaro near
cactus
from making
a cactus that can grow to fifty feet tall?

all over the desert. One

It is called the saguaro cactus. It is

of those seeds may grow

plenty of animal green
friends!
and has long arms. It also has

into a cactus!

Be a Sleuth

many sharp spines. But that doesn’t

This tall cactus

stop the saguaro cactus from making
plenty of animal friends!

makes aThisnice
home
tall cactus

Look for Clues What clues can help you learn
how cactuses are useful to animals?

for birds.
for birds.The
The

Ask Questions List two more questions you
have about desert plants and animals.

Ask Questions List two more questions you
have about desert plants and animals.

woodpecker pecks

woodpecker
pecks
a hole in the cactus.

Make Your Case Do you think cactuses are
more important to the desert than trees are to the
forest? Why or why not?

This hole can be used

a holeforin
the
cactus.
a nest.
A cactus
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Look for Clues What clues can help you learn
how cactuses are useful to animals?

Be a Sleuth

makes a nice home

Make Your Case Do you think cactuses are
31
more important
to the desert than trees are to the
forest? Why or why not?

This hole can be used
for a nest. A cactus
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DAY 5

Access for All
Advanced

Group
Time Plan

• Reading Street Sleuth
• Leveled Reader Database

Practice Singular and Plural Nouns
IDENTIFY NOUNS Have children return to the text of “The Friendly Cactus”
to find and list singular nouns. Then have children make the singular nouns
plural. Repeat the process having children find and list plural nouns in the
selection. Then have children write the singular form next to each plural.

2 Text-Based Comprehension
REREAD “The Friendly Cactus” Have partners

reread “The Friendly Cactus.”

SMALL Group TiMe

Leveled activities
help all students
write opinions
and arguments
in response to
the text.

Pearson eText

1 Build Word Knowledge

EXTEND UNDERSTANDING Talk together about
why a cactus might be considered both friendly and
unfriendly.
PERFORMANCE TASK • Prove It! Ask children to

draw a cactus that is being used by more than one
desert animal. They should label their drawings. Have
children use the text and other references to draw
and label their pictures. Encourage them to label
several items and to use complete sentences to describe actions. Look for
evidence that children understand the relationship between the cactus and the
animals.
COMMUNICATE Invite children to share their drawings with the group and

More Reading for
Group Time
Life Science

All

About

Food Chains

Performance
Tasks

read their labels. Encourage children to look for similarities and differences in
their drawings.

3 Inquiry: Extend Concepts
COMMUNICATE Have children share their inquiry projects on food chains in
one plant-and-animal community.

ADVANCED
• Extend Concept Vocabulary
• Review Target Skill
Use this suggested Leveled Reader
or other text at children’s instructional
level.

Use the Leveled Reader Database for
lesson plans and student pages for All
About Food Chains.
Life in the Forest

RDG13_TE01_U2W5EM_SGA.indd 85
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Students defend their
opinion through oral
presentations, projects,
and writing tasks.

Independent Practice
Practice Stations provide differentiated
writing activities. Online Journal activities
provide instant engagement.

Reading Street
scaffolds learning
and promotes
independence.
The goal is college
and career
readiness.
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Unit Writing

The process of writing
needs to be taught.
Good writers follow a plan. Reading Street helps you
introduce and teach the writing process.

WritingStron
eet Reading
Writing on Reading
US
DAILY
DAILY WRITING FOC
Quick Writes for Fluency

Street

UNIT WRITING FOCUS

WRITING FOCUS

WEEKLY
WRITING
FOCUS
Patterns
Writing Forms and

Quick Writes for Fluency

WEEKLY
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• Six writing process lessons provide
structure to move students through
the steps of the writing process.

Writing Process
Lessons

• One-week and two-week pacing
(see the back of this Tab) allows
lessons to be used in Writing
Workshops.

The unit writing process

• The steps of the writing process
structure
are lesson
Plan and provides
Prewrite, Draft,
Revise,
Edit,toand
Publish
and Present.
help
writers
support
• Grade
4 Writing
Products
ideas
withProcess
reasoning
include personal narrative,
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expository composition, compare
and contrast essay, story, persuasive
argument, and research report.

Compare
Writing 5. Contrast Essay
CCSS and

Revise

CCSS Writing 5.

Edit
6.
PROCESS WRITING
CCSS Writing STEPS

Publish and Present

Plan and Prewrite
Draft
Revise
Edit
Publish and Present
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CCSS Writing 5.

As students prepare to prewrite, help them
identify the features of a compare and contrast
essay.

CCSS Writing 2.a.;
CCSS Writing 2.c.

As students draft their writing, show them how to
categorize their ideas using a Venn diagram.

CCSS Writing 5.

Before students revise their drafts, share with
them examples of strong verbs.

CCSS Writing 5.

As students edit their writing, share with them
editing strategies, including the sentence-bysentence editing strategy.

CCSS Writing 6.

When students are ready to publish their writing,
have them complete a self-evaluation.
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PROCESS WRITING STEP

FOCUS

“Prepare a new generation of
students for the reading and literacy
skills that will define their future.”
— Donald Leu, Ph.D.
University of Connecticut
Program Author

Online 21st Century
Writing Lessons
Collaborative lessons help
students collect, analyze, and
synthesize information using
the Internet.

Essay Writing
Save hours grading papers, and offer ample
writing practice! EssayScorer provides
instant feedback, scoring, and reports.

Writing to Sources
Encourage collaboration through unit projects
and performance tasks.
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Research and Writing

It’s all about process.
Students need practice. Reading Street supports
them as they learn essential writing, research,
and inquiry processes.
DAY 1

DAY 1

Common Core
State Standards
Writing 2. Write informative/
explanatory texts in which they name
a topic, supply some facts about
the topic, and provide some sense
of closure. Writing 7. Participate in
shared research and writing projects
(e.g., explore a number of “how-to”
books on a given topic and use them
to write a sequence of instructions).

Writing

Research and Inquiry
Teacher Resources

Step 1 Identify and Focus Topic

Review Key Features
Review key features of a description with children. You may want to post
these key features in the classroom to allow children to refer to them as they
work on their descriptions.

• Let’s Practice It!

TEACH Display and review the concept map about this week’s question:

How are plant and animal communities important to each other? What are
some of the ways you have already learned? Ask children to share what they
have already learned.

Key Features of a Description
• tells about real people or things

MODEL To help us answer this week’s question, let’s think of some
simple questions that might give useful information. Suggest the
following question: What do plants need? Guide children to think of
other questions. What do animals need? What do plants get from animals?
What do animals get from plants?

• uses descriptive words

Connect to Familiar Texts

GUIDE PRACTICE Record the questions in a chart. Have children think of

Use examples from “Helping Hands at 4-H” (Unit 2) or another expository
text familiar to children. In “Helping Hands at 4-H,” the writer describes what
children in 4-H do. The writer tells about real people and real things and uses
words to describe what children do.

Routine

Quick Write for Fluency

answers and then record them in the chart.

21st Century Skills
Internet Guy Don Leu
Weekly Inquiry Project
STEP 1

Identify and Focus Topic

STEP 2

Research Skill

STEP 3

Gather and Record
Information

STEP 4

Synthesize

STEP 5

Communicate

Team Talk

Wrap Up Your Day!

1. Talk Read these questions aloud, and have other children respond with
descriptive words.
What does your favorite animal look like?
How does your favorite food smell or taste?

0328480452_G1_RWN-D_105-106.indd 105

✔■ Phonics: Long u: u_e; Long e: e_e Write huge
and these.
Here are ways to help your child practice
• Ask children which letters in huge
stand
skills while
having fun! for
/ū/. (u_e)
• Then ask which letters in these stand for
/ē /. (e_e)

2. Write Have children write a short sentence to answer one of the questions.
Make sure their sentences include words that help the reader see and feel
what the writer is describing.

Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved. 1

Day 1

Day 2

3. Share Partners can read their answers to one another.

Play a rhyming game. Write these words: cute,
mule, tune, tube, rule, cube, flute. Ask your
child to use the rhyming words to tell a story
about two friends named Pete and Gene.

Write each word on a card: mix, mixed, pack,
packed, end, ended, hand, handed, play,
played, ask, asked. Place the cards face down.
Take turns flipping over two cards, trying to
make a match.

✔■ Spelling: Long u Have children name the
spelling for each sound in tube. Write the
spelling as children write the letters in the air.
Continue with rude, cute, and use.
Day 3

Routines Flip Chart

Day 4

Day 5

Name

re your child’s frs
You a
t and

best teacher!

This week we’re

Write each spelling word on a card: huge,
June, rule, tube, use, cube, cute, flute, rude,
mule. Talk about ways you can sort the words
into groups that make sense.

This week your child is learning to think about
why an author might have written a story.
As you read together, stop and discuss the
author’s purpose.

Talking About What lives in the forest
Learning About Long u: u_e; Long e: e_e
Inflected Ending -ed
Author’s Purpose

11/17/09 3:43:55 PM

✔■ Content Knowledge Ask children to recall
FORESMAN
READING STREET
what happened in “The Life of anSCOTT
Oak Tree.”
Let’s Practice It!
TR DVD•105–106
How is the oak tree like our community?
(The oak tree is like an apartment building where animals live.)
4

Preview
DAY 2

Reading Life in the Forest

Write the following words in a list: around,
find, food, grow, under, water. Together, write
a story about life under water using the words.

1

Tell children that tomorrow
they will read about animals
and plants in a forest.

✔■ Homework Send home this week’s Family Times Newsletter from Let’s
Practice It! pp. 105–106 on the Teacher Resources DVD-ROM.
GRADE 4
143e Communities • Unit 2 • Week 5

COMMON CORE EDITION

RDG13_TE01_U2W5D1_P2.indd 5

COMMON
CORE EDITION
Life in the Forest 143f

1/18/12 7:58 AM

A comprehensive
approach to integrating the
Common Core State Standards
into your program
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Research and Inquiry Projects

Key Features
• Practice in argument, narrative and
expository writing

Help students understand the steps of the
research process with explicit instruction,
think-aloud models, and guided practice.

• Structured writing process lessons
• Guidance for self-evaluation
• Publishing and extension activities

4
ISBN-13: 978-0-328-68632-2
ISBN-10:
0-328-68632-8

9 0 0 0 0
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Writing and Research Handbook
Have students practice the writing
process through argumentative, narrative,
and expository writing.
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Kindergarten

Early writing
benefits early learning.
The new standards begin in Kindergarten. Reading Street Common
Core helps children discover how language and writing work.

The Kindergarten Week on Reading Street
Writing
Process Lesson
Week 6 of
Each Unit

Day 1 Wonderful, Marvelous Me!
Shared Writing Focus on emotions, imagination,
self-esteem, and personal growth.

Day 2 Respond to Literature
Modeled Writing Let children express their ideas
about the literature.

Day 3 Genre Writing
Modeled Writing Introduce various types of writing,
such as instructions, captions, and stories.

Day 4 Extend the Concept
Shared Writing Connect new ideas to children’s
lives, to other texts, and to the world.

Day 5 This Week We . . .
Independent Writing Review the week, model
writing, and guide practice.

Writing Resources
Teach writing, inspire writing, improve writing.
GRADE 1

COMMON CORE EDITION

COMMON CORE EDITION
Key Features
• Reading and strategy response logs
• Practice for phonics, vocabulary,
and comprehension
READER’S & WRITER’S NOTEBOOK TEACHER’S MANUAL

• Grammar and writing process
lessons, with cumulative reviews
• Spelling practice with resources
and reviews
• Research practice pages
• Answer key for all practice pages

1
ISBN-13: 978-0-328-48475-1
ISBN-10:
0-328-48475-X
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21st Century
Writing Online
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Reader’s &
Writer’s Notebook

Writing Rubrics and
Anchor Papers

Proofreading Marks

Take Out

Uppercase letter

^
.

Add
Period
Check spelling
Insert space

Lowercase letter
New paragraph
Insert quotes

#

Insert apostrophe

/
¶

”
’

The study even gave researchers an unexpected surprise. in

sniffing the samples, the dog kept stopping at one which doctors

had said was cancer free. The trainers became frustrated they
;
thought the dog was not doing well on the test. However, just to be

Writing
Transparencies
patient’s
sure, they sent the sample belonging to the patient back to the labs
^
Online/DVD-ROM
contain
’
for further tests. It turned out that this patients sample did contane

© Pearson Education, Inc.4

^

^

Writing to Sources

’ nose
cancer, which had been undetected before. The dogs had been right.

^

Unit 2 Horse Heroes

Writing: Edit

9C

Reading Street Sleuth

SCOTT FORESMAN READING STREET

GRADE 4

COMMON CORE EDITION

COMMON CORE EDITION
A comprehensive
approach to integrating the
Common Core State Standards
into your program

Online Essay Scorer

Key Features
• Practice in argument, narrative and
expository writing
• Structured writing process lessons
• Guidance for self-evaluation
• Publishing and extension activities

4
ISBN-13: 978-0-328-68632-2
ISBN-10:
0-328-68632-8
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Writing and
Research Handbook

PearsonSchool.com
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ReadingStreet.com
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